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Many industries in today have started to modernize their production processes and factories with
the use of robotic systems to sort, assemble, and even pack, their products. From simple repetitive
activities,like canning and sorting, to complicated circuit boards and even automobiles, automated
production machines and material handling equipment has taken the bulk of the more tedious tasks
in manufacturing. Using these automated equipment properly can create even better profits and can
sometimes exponentially improve production rates.

Robotic Equipment used in the manufacture and assembly of goods are often heavily customized
for their specific job. It is often better to have systems that are specifically designed to perform the
duties that the factory needs it to do rather than trying to adapt other systems to new production
models and tasks. Companies wanting to purchase new automated equipment should express all
their specific needs and system requirements to ensure that the machines that will be purchased is
the appropriate for their needs.

Businesses working with robotic systems often need workers trained to deal with the supervision,
maintenance, and repair of the automatic systems and equipment. Current workers of companies
undergoing modernization can often be trained to work with automated machines without too much
extensive training. Automated equipment providers often give lectures, trainings, or manuals that
can teach employees how to use the machines.

One of the most important aspects of operating a Robotic Cell especially multiple ones on an
assembly line or conveyor system is proper timing. A properly timed machine processes the most
amount of products at minimum waiting or down times. Timing involves placing the optimum amount
of distance between machine installations for proper consecutive actions. A perfectly calculated
motion envelope including specified speeds, degrees of rotation, and even acceleration speeds can
not only ensure efficiency but also create a safe environment for the product, especially for sensitive
electronics and breakable or brittle items.

Another important thing to remember, especially for pick and place systems and other material
handling equipment is the proper end-of-arm tooling that is especially designed for the task the
machine will handle. Robotic Equipment often use grip tooling and vacuum suction to hold on to
items being processed and having the proper tool for the job can help avoid mishaps like slippage,
payload movement, increased stress on the end product, and even product damage. It is possible to
customize the end-of-arm tools to better fit the products it will be handling.
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